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Abstract | Here, we take a snapshot of the high-throughput sequencing platforms,
together with the relevant analytical tools, that are available to microbiologists in
2012, and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of these platforms in obtaining
bacterial genome sequences. We also scan the horizon of future possibilities,
speculating on how the availability of sequencing that is ‘too cheap to metre’ might
change the face of microbiology forever.
In bacteriology, the genomic era began
in 1995, when the first bacterial genome
was sequenced using conventional Sanger
sequencing 1. Back then, sequencing projects required six-figure budgets and
years of effort. A decade later, in 2005, the
advent of the first high-throughput (or
‘next-generation’) sequencing technologies
signalled a significant advance in the ease
and cost of sequencing 2, delivering bacterial
genome sequences in hours or days rather
than months or years. High-throughput
sequencing now delivers sequence data
thousands of times more cheaply than is
possible with Sanger sequencing. The availability of a growing abundance of platforms
and instruments presents the user with an
embarrassment of choice. Better still, vigorous competition between manufacturers has
resulted in sustained technical improvements
on almost all platforms. This means that in
recent years our sequencing capability has
been doubling every 6–9 months — much
faster than Moore’s law.
Here, we describe the sequencing technologies themselves, examine the practicalities of producing a sequence-ready template
from bacterial cultures and clinical samples,
and weigh up the costs of labour and kits.
We look at the types of data that are delivered by each instrument, and describe the
approaches, programs and pipelines that can

be used to analyse these data and thus move
from draft to complete genomes.
Several high-throughput sequencing
platforms are now chasing the US$1,000
human genome3. Given that the average
bacterial genome is less than one-thousandth
the size of the human genome, a back‑of‑theenvelope calculation suggests that a $1
bacterial genome sequence is an imminent
possibility. In closing, we assess how close
to reality the $1 bacterial genome actually
is and explore the ways in which highthroughput sequencing might change the
way that all microbiologists work.
A variety of approaches
High-throughput sequencing platforms can
be divided into two broad groups depending on the kind of template used for the
sequencing reactions. The earliest, and currently most widely used, platforms depend
on the production of libraries of clonally
amplified templates. These are produced
through amplification of immobilized libraries made from a single DNA molecule in the
initial sample. More recently, we have seen
the arrival of single-molecule sequencing
platforms, which determine the sequence
of single molecules without amplification.
Within these broad categories, there is
considerable variation in performance —
including in throughput, read length and
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error rate — as well as in factors affecting
usability, such as cost and run time.
Template amplification technologies. In
general terms, all of the platforms that are
currently on the market rely on a three-stage
workflow of library preparation, template
amplification and sequencing (FIG. 1). Library
preparation begins with the extraction and
purification of genomic DNA. Depending on
the protocol, the amount of DNA required
can vary from a few nanograms to tens of
micrograms, meaning that success in this
step depends on the ability to grow sufficient
biomass. For some microorganisms, obtaining suitable DNA — in terms of quantity
and quality — can prove difficult. Therefore,
before using expensive reagents for library
preparation and sequencing, it is advisable to
confirm, by fluorometry, that DNA of sufficient quantity and quality has been obtained.
However, purchasing a suitable instrument
to do this adds to the costs of establishing a
sequencing capability (BOX 1).
For shotgun sequencing, an initial
fragmentation step is required to generate random, overlapping DNA fragments.
Depending on the platform and application, these fragments can range from 150 bp
to 800 bp in length; size selection either
involves harvesting from agarose gels or
exploits paramagnetic-bead-based technology. The selected fragments must also be
sufficiently abundant to provide comprehensive and even coverage of the target genome.
Two types of fragmentation are widely used:
mechanical and enzymatic. Early protocols
relied on mechanical methods such as
nebulization or ultrasonication. Nebulization
is an inexpensive method that can be easily
adopted by any laboratory, but it results in
large losses of input material and a broad
range of fragment sizes, runs the risk of
cross-contamination and cannot handle parallel processing. By contrast, ultrasonication
instruments such as systems from Covaris or
the Bioruptor systems from Diagenode allow
parallel sample processing and minimize
hands‑on time and sample loss but come at a
price that could be prohibitive for small laboratories. Mechanically generated fragments
require repair and end-polishing before
platform-specific adaptors can be ligated to
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Figure 1 | High-throughput sequencing platforms. The schematic shows
the main high-throughput sequencing platforms available to microbiologists
today, and the associated sample preparation and template amplification

the ends of the target molecules. These
adaptors act as primer-binding sites for the
subsequent template amplification reaction.
More recently, enzymatic methods have
provided an alternative approach to producing random fragments of the desired
length. These require less input DNA
and offer easier, faster sample processing.
Fragmentase (from New England Biolabs)
is a mixture of a nuclease, which randomly

procedures. For full details, see main text. PGM, Personal Genome Machine.
Reviews | Microbiology
The tagmentation schematic is modified, Nature
with permission,
from REF. 57
© (2010) BioMed Central.

nicks double-stranded DNA, and a T7 endonuclease, which cleaves the DNA. Together,
these enzymes generate random doublestrand DNA breaks in a time-dependent
manner, allowing the user to tailor protocols
in order to obtain products of the required
length. Adaptors can then be ligated to these
fragments in the usual way. Tagmentation4
is a promising transposase-based approach
that, in a single step, fragments DNA and
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incorporates sequence tags, which then take
the place of adaptors. Currently, the only
available implementation of tagmentation
is within the Nextera system, which is only
available for the Illumina platform. Several
companies have produced automated liquidhandling machines that greatly reduce
the hands‑on time required for fragmentation approaches but significantly increase
costs (BOX 1).
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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In addition to supporting fragmentbased sequencing, all template amplification
platforms support mate pair sequencing,
in which the ends of DNA fragments of a
certain size (typical sizes are 3 kb, 6 kb, 8 kb
or 20 kb) are joined together to form circular
molecules. These molecules are then fragmented a second time. Fragments flanking
the joins are then selected and end adaptors added. Sequencing through the joins
provides valuable information about the
location of sequences dispersed across the
genome, facilitating assembly.
Paired-end sequencing has similarities to
mate pair sequencing, but DNA fragments
are sequenced from each end without the
need for additional library preparation steps.
The Illumina platform has direct support for
paired-end sequencing. Short fragments that
are less than the read length from the forward and reverse ends (for example, 180 bp
fragments combined with 2 × 100 base
sequencing) permits overlapping pseudo
long reads to be generated. Alternatively,
fragments of up to ~800 bp can be used.
Longer fragments may result in a loss of
amplification efficiency. The Ion Personal
Genome Machine (PGM) (using the Ion
Torrent platform, from Life Technologies)
also has a bidirectional sequencing protocol
that requires the removal of the chip after
the initial run, a digestion step and a second
sequencing run using a different sequencing primer. All platforms can handle PCR
products, allowing adaptor sequences to be
incorporated into the 5ʹ ends of primers.
For all platforms, it is highly advisable to assess the quality and quantity of
the sequence library before subjecting it
to amplification. Different instruments
for quality assessment are recommended
by different manufacturers. Examples
include the 2100 Bioanalyzer (from Agilent
Technologies), fluorometers such as the
NanoDrop 3300 (from Thermo Scientific)
or the Qubit (from Life Technologies), and
quantitative PCR using any of a number of
available quantitative PCR machines along
with either own-design or commercially
available assays. Purchasing a suitable
instrument for this step can add several
thousand dollars to the costs of establishing
a sequencing capability (BOX 1).
In preparation for amplification, template molecules are immobilized on a solid
surface, which is a flow cell for sequencing
with the Illumina platform and solid beads
or ion sphere particles for other approaches.
Simultaneous solid-phase amplification of
millions or billions of spatially separated template fragments prepares the way for massively

Box 1 | The add‑on costs of sequencing
The costs of sequencing instruments and reagents are not the only issues that need to be taken
into account when setting up a sequencing facility for microbial applications. So, what else do you
need? Well, first you have to buy a high-end fluorometer such as a Life Technologies Qubit (around
US$2,000) and/or an Agilent Technologies 2100 Bioanalyzer (around $18,000). Then, if you want to
save time by parallel processing, you should consider investing in an ultrasonicator (for example,
from Covaris, at around $45,000) and a liquid-handling robot (for example, the Biomek FXP, at
around $310,000, or one of the SPRIworks systems, at around $45,000; both from Beckman
Coulter). To carry out sequencing on the 454 GS FLX+ instrument from Roche, you need a bead
counter for emulsion PCR (up to $20,000), and for the Genome Analyzer IIx or HiSeq machines
from Illumina, you need to buy an Illumina cBot (~$55,000). For some platforms, you may have to
buy additional centrifuges and/or rotors; for example, the ULTRA-TURRAX Tube Drive system from
IKA ($1,000) is required by the Ion Torrent platform (from Life Technologies) if the OneTouch
system is not used. You also need to buy a server to take receipt of the data coming off your
instrument (for example, a $5,000 desktop), and then a cluster of servers for analysing and storing
the data (ranging from $20,000 upwards). In addition, you may have to update your laboratory
infrastructure by investing in a dedicated electrical connection and appropriate air-conditioning
units for your sequencing instrument, and uninterruptible power supplies for your sequencer and
servers. Most laboratories also want to invest in a backup solution that is both fast and available.
This may be a mirrored set of hard drives, or even a shelf full of disconnected USB drives. Illumina
offers a cloud-based backup and basic-analysis solution called BaseSpace which can store
sequence results as they are generated on the Illumina MiSeq. Currently, this is a free solution,
but users are likely to have to pay a subscription in the future.

parallel sequencing. For the Illumina platform,
template amplification is automated and is
performed either directly on the instrument
(for the MiSeq, and the HiSeq 2500 sequencer
in rapid-run mode) or using the cBot, a
separate instrument that is dedicated to this
task (used in conjunction with the Genome
Analyzer IIx and the HiSeq 2000 machine).
Clusters are generated by bridge amplification
on the surface of the flow cell. For platforms
that use bead-based immobilization (the
SOLiD (from Life Technologies), 454 and
Ion Torrent platforms), amplified template
sequence libraries are prepared off-instrument, relying on an emulsion PCR, in which
the beads are enclosed in aqueous-phase
microreactors and are kept separated from
each other in a water‑in‑oil emulsion.
Sequencing chemistry. Although these platforms rely on a sequencing-by‑synthesis
design, they differ in the details of the
sequencing chemistry and the approach
used to read the sequence. The Illumina
sequencing platform depends on Solexa
chemistry 5, which includes reversible termination of sequencing products. In each
sequencing cycle, a mixture of fluorescently
labelled ‘reversible terminator’ nucleotides
with protected 3ʹ-OH groups (and a different
emission wavelength for each nucleotide)
is perfused across the flow cell. Wherever
a complementary nucleotide is present on
the template strand, the terminator is incorporated and imaged, and then the signal is
quenched and the terminator nucleotide is
chemically deprotected at the 3ʹ-OH group.
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The 454 and Ion Torrent sequencing platforms avoid the use of terminators. Instead,
in each cycle a single kind of dNTP is flowed
across the template. When there is base
complementarity between the dNTP and the
next available position in the template, the
DNA polymerase incorporates the base onto
the extending strand, liberating pyrophosphate and hydrogen ions. When there is no
complementarity, DNA synthesis is halted
temporarily; each type of dNTP is flowed
across the template in turn according to the
dispensing cycle, and DNA synthesis is thus
re-initiated when the next complementary
dNTP is added. The 454 platform exploits
a pyrosequencing approach6,7 whereby the
presence of pyrophosphate is signalled by visible light as the result of an enzyme cascade.
The order and intensity of the light peaks
are recorded as ‘flowgrams’. The Ion Torrent
platform relies on a modified silicon chip to
detect hydrogen ions that are released during
base incorporation; the resulting lack of reliance on imaging makes this platform the first
‘post-light’ sequencing instrument8.
The SOLiD platform9 and the platform
from Complete Genomics10 depend on
sequencing by ligation. In this approach,
fluorescent probes undergo iterative steps of
hybridization and ligation to complementary
positions in the template strand at the 5ʹ end of
the extending strand, followed by fluorescence
imaging to identify the ligated probe.
Single-molecule sequencing. Single-molecule
sequencing brings the promise of freedom
from amplification artefacts as well as from
VOLUME 10 | SEPTEMBER 2012 | 601
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onerous sample and library preparations.
The HeliScope Single-Molecule Sequencer
(from Helicos BioSciences) was the first
platform for single-molecule sequencing to
hit the market place in 2009 (REF. 11). This
technology applies one-colour reversibleterminator sequencing to unamplified
single-molecule templates. However, this
platform has been hampered by its high
price and poor instrument sales and, following the delisting of the company from the
stock market, there are significant doubts
over the future of the platform.
More recently, Pacific Biosciences has
delivered ‘real-time sequencing’, in which
dye-labelled nucleotides are continuously
incorporated into a growing DNA strand
by a highly processive, strand-displacing
φ29‑derived DNA polymerase12. Each DNA
polymerase molecule is tethered within
a zero-mode waveguide detector, which
allows continuous imaging of the labelled
nucleotides as they enter the strand13.
Choosing a platform
High-end instruments. The high-throughput
sequencing market presents the user with a
challenging choice between bulky, expensive
high-end instruments and the new generation of bench-top instruments (TABLES 1,2).
The high-end machines include PacBio RS
(from Pacific Bioseciences), the HiSeq
instruments, Genome Analyzer IIx, the
SOLiD 5500 series and the 454 GS FLX+
system. These deliver a high throughput
and/or long read lengths but come with
set‑up costs of hundreds of thousands of
dollars, placing them beyond the reach
of the average research laboratory or even
department. These machines are thus only
suitable for large sequencing centres or core
facilities. This raises the important question
of where an ‘average’ microbiologist should
source sequencing from.
These instruments can deliver dozens to
thousands of bacterial genomes per run, as
illustrated by several high-impact publications on bacterial genomes and metagenomes14–17. However, to achieve efficiencies
in time and cost, optimum sequencing of
microbial samples on such instruments
requires onerous and expensive bar-coding
and multiplexing of samples and/or subdivision of runs (for example, through gaskets
or the use of single channels on the Illumina
platform), as well as a sophisticated scheduling system. Compare sequencing a single
human genome with the equivalent sequencing throughput for 1,000 average-sized bacterial genomes: although the sequencing run
itself may be comparable in both scenarios,

>1,000 samples and libraries need to be prepared for the bacterial run, compared with
just one for the human genome. The costs
and effort involved in sequencing 1,000 bacterial genomes therefore vastly outweigh the
requirements for sequencing a single human
genome, so the hasty calculation that one
human genome-sequencing project equates
to 1,000 bacterial genome-sequencing
projects starts to look rather optimistic.
Bench-top instruments. Three modestly
priced bench-top instruments with throughputs and workflows that are well suited to
microbial applications have recently hit the
market. The 454 GS Junior was released in
early 2010 and is a smaller, lower-throughput version of the 454 GS FLX+ machine,
exploiting similar emulsion PCR and
pyrosequencing approaches but with lower
set‑up and running costs18. The Ion PGM
was launched in early 2011 and saw almost
immediate use in the crowd-sourced analysis
of the Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli
(STEC) outbreak in Germany 19,20. This platform has also shown the greatest improvement in performance in recent months: an
assembly for the STEC outbreak strain was
generated in May 2011 using data from five
Ion Torrent 314 chips and consisted of more
than 3,000 contigs, whereas comparable data
from a single newer 316 chip assembled into
fewer than 400 contigs. The MiSeq, which
began to ship to customers in late 2011, is
based on the existing Solexa chemistry but
has dramatically reduced run times compared with the HiSeq (hours rather than
days). This is made possible by the use of
a smaller flow cell, leading to a reduced
imaging time and faster microfluidics.
Each of these bench-top instruments
is capable of sequencing a whole bacterial
genome in days. The performance of all
three instruments was recently compared
by sequencing a British isolate from the
German STEC outbreak of 2011 (REF. 18).
In this evaluation, all three bench-top
sequencing platforms generated useful draft
genome sequences with assemblies that
mapped to ≥95% of the reference genome,
so by these criteria all could be judged fit
for purpose. However, no instrument was
able to generate accurate one-contig-perreplicon assemblies that might equate to a
finished genome.
The MiSeq was found to have the highest throughput per run, lowest error rate
and most user-friendly workflow of the
three instruments: hands‑on time is low
because template amplification is carried
out directly on the instrument without
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manual intervention. However, a paired-end
150-base sequencing run took more than
27 hours. The MiSeq is notable for being
able to sequence fragments from both ends
(paired-end mode) without changes to the
library preparation stage or additional
intervention during sequencing.
The 454 GS Junior produced the longest
reads (mean 522 bases) and generated the
least fragmented assemblies but had the lowest throughput and a cost-per-base that was
at least one order of magnitude higher than
the cost for the other two platforms. The
Ion PGM delivered the fastest throughput
per hour (80–100 Mb) and had the shortest
run time (around 3 hours) but also had the
shortest reads (mean 121 bases), although
kits producing 200 bases have since been
made available for this instrument. The Ion
PGM and 454 GS Junior were both prone
to making mistakes in homopolymeric
tracts, and these mistakes caused assembly
errors that resulted in frame-shifts in coding
regions, even when data were assembled at
high read coverage.
Coping with the data
The high-end sequencing platforms make
considerable demands on the local information technology infrastructure in terms
of data tracking and analysis, short-term
storage and long-term archiving. Bench-top
instruments have more modest information
technology requirements. However, each
platform delivers data in a slightly different
format, and saying that one has sequenced a
bacterial genome means different things on
different platforms and can create difficulties
when comparing or combining data generated
on different platforms (TABLE 2).
There are two main analytical approaches
to the exploitation of high-throughput
sequencing data: reads can be aligned — that
is, mapped — to a known reference sequence
or subjected to de novo assembly. The choice
of strategy depends on the read length
obtained (short reads are better mapped to a
reference), the availability of a good reference
sequence and the intended biological application (for example, genomic epidemiology
versus pathogen biology).
To document genetic variation in the
genomes of multiple highly related strains, a
mapping approach is efficient and often sufficient. In this situation, sequence variants
can be called by aligning reads to a reference
genome using short-read-mapping tools
(see Supplementary information S1 (table)).
A mapping approach is problematic when
dealing with reads from repetitive regions
or from parts of the genome that are absent
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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Table 1 | Comparison of next-generation sequencing platforms
Machine
(manufacturer)

Chemistry

Modal
read
length*
(bases)

Run time

Gb per run

Current,
Advantages
approximate
cost (US$)‡

Disadvantages

454 GS FLX+ (Roche)

Pyrosequencing

700–800

23 hours

0.7

500,000

• Long read lengths

• Appreciable
hands‑on time
• High reagent costs
• High error rate in
homopolymers

HiSeq 2000/2500
(Illumina)

Reversible
terminator

2 × 100

11 days
(regular
mode) or
2 days (rapid
run mode)§

600 (regular
mode) or
120 (rapid
run mode)§

750,000

• Cost-effectiveness
• Steadily improving
read lengths
• Massive
throughput
• Minimal hands‑on
time

• Long run time
• Short read lengths
• HiSeq 2500
instrument upgrade
not available at
time of writing
(available end 2012)

5500xl SOLiD
(Life Technologies)

Ligation

75 + 35

8 days

150

350,000

• Low error rate
• Massive
throughput

• Very short read
lengths
• Long run times

PacBio RS (Pacific
Biosciences)

Real-time
sequencing

3,000
(maximum
15,000)

20 minutes

3 per day

750,000

• Simple sample
preparation
• Low reagent costs
• Very long read
lengths

• High error rate
• Expensive system
• Difficult installation

454 GS Junior (Roche) Pyrosequencing

500

8 hours

0.035

100,000

• Long read lengths

• Appreciable
hands‑on time
• High reagent costs
• High error rate in
homopolymers

Ion Personal Genome
Machine (Life
Technologies)

Proton
detection

100 or 200

3 hours

0.01–0.1
(314 chip),
0.1–0.5 (316
chip) or up
to 1 (318
chip)

80,000
(including
OneTouch
and server)

• Short run times
• Appropriate
throughput
for microbial
applications

• Appreciable
hands‑on time
• High error rate in
homopolymers

Ion Proton (Life
Technologies)

Proton
detection

Up to 200

2 hours

Up to 10
(Proton I
chip) or
up to 100
(Proton II
chip)

145,000
+ 75,000 for
compulsory
server

• Short run times
• Flexible chip
reagents

• Instrument not
available at time of
writing

MiSeq (Illumina)

Reversible
terminator

2 × 150

27 hours

1.5

125,000

• Cost-effectiveness
• Short run times
• Appropriate
throughput
for microbial
applications
• Minimal hands‑on
time

• Read lengths too
short for efficient
assembly

High-end instruments

Bench-top instruments

*Average read length for a fragment-based run. ‡Approximate cost per machine plus additional instrumentation and service contract. See REF. 58. §Available only
on the HiSeq 2500.

from the reference genome, or when a closely
related reference genome is unavailable.
De novo assembly is more informative when dealing with a new pathogen or
a new strain of a well-known pathogen.
Sequencing errors can have a significant
impact on assembly. When platforms produce random errors, the effect of these
errors on assembly can be overcome by

increasing the depth of coverage. However,
when errors are systematic and occur in
predictable contexts (for example, in
homopolymers), increasing the depth of
coverage is unlikely to help, and it may be
necessary to sequence the troublesome
regions using an alternative technology.
Very high-quality, near complete references
may be obtained by a hybrid approach,
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such as in recent studies combining Pacific
Biosciences and Illumina data21,22.
A variety of commonly used assemblers is now available (see Supplementary
information S1 (table)), ranging from the
platform specific (for example, Newbler
from Roche) to the more generally applicable (for example, MIRA23, Velvet 24, and the
CLC Genomics Workbench from CLC Bio).
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Table 2 | The applicability of the major high-throughput sequencing platforms
Example application in
bacteriology

Desirable characteristics

De novo sequencing of novel strains
to generate a single-scaffold
reference genome

• Long reads
• Paired-end protocol and/or
long mate-pair protocol
• Even coverage of genome

Rapid characterization of a novel
• Total run time (library
pathogen (draft de novo assembly of
preparation plus sequencing)
a genome for a single strain)
of under 48 hours
• Sufficient coverage of a
bacterial genome in a single
run

Machine*
454 GS
Junior‡

454 GS Ion
FLX+‡ Personal
Genome
Machine
(318 chip)§

MiSeq|| HiSeq 5500xl
2000|| SOLiD§

PacBio
RS¶

•

••

•

•

•

X

••

•

••

••

••

X

X

••

Rough-draft de novo sequencing
of small numbers of strains (<20)
for comparative analysis of gene
content

• Long or paired-end reads
• High throughput
• Ease of library and sequencing
workflow
• Cost-effective

X

•

•

••

••

•

•

Re‑sequencing of many similar
strains (>50) for the discovery of
single nucleotide polymorphisms
and for phylogenetics

• Very high throughput
• Low-cost, high-throughput
sequence library construction
• High accuracy

X

X

•

•

••

•

•

Small-scale transcriptomicsby-sequencing experiments
(for example, two strains under
four growth conditions with two
biological replicates, so 16 strains)

• High per-isolate coverage

X

•

•

•

••

••

••

Phylogenetic profiling to
genus-level using partial 16S rRNA
gene amplicon sequencing

• High coverage
• Long amplicon input (≥500 bp)
• Long reads
• High single-read accuracy
(error rate <1%)

•

••

•

••

•

•

X

Whole-genome metagenomics
for the reconstruction of multiple
genomes in a single sample

• Long reads or paired-end
reads
• Very high throughput
• Low error rate

X

•

•

•

••

•

•

*••, particularly well suited; •, suitable; X, not suitable. ‡From Roche. §From Life Technologies. ||From Illumina. ¶From Pacific Biosciences.

De novo assemblies can be compared using
Mauve25 or Mugsy 26, and the assemblies
can be manually examined using the Tablet
viewer 27. For annotation of assemblies,
Glimmer 28 works well for coding-sequence
prediction, while tRNAScan-SE29 and
RNAmmer 30 work well for stable-RNA
prediction. There are numerous pipelines
for automatic annotation of de novo assemblies, including RAST31, IMG/ER32 and the
IGS Annotation Engine (developed by the
Institute for Genome Sciences, University
of Maryland School of Medicine, USA),
although care must be taken when interpreting results from such services, as the
public databases used contain annotation
errors that are then propagated to newly
sequenced genomes33.
For microbial applications, all of the
above programs run quickly (in minutes or
hours) and are not particularly processor

intensive. Some workflows combine a series
of programs and provide an accessible
interface for microbiologists who are not
bioinformatics specialists. For example,
xBASE‑NG provides a ‘one-stop shop’ for
assembly, annotation and comparison of
bacterial genome sequences34. Sophisticated
phylogenetic analyses are more demanding and may be beyond the capability of
the average research group. One particular
issue when constructing bacterial wholegenome phylogenies is the clouding of
phylogenetic signal by recombination
events and homoplasy 35. Algorithms such as
ClonalFrame36 and ClonalOrigin37 take multiple whole-genome alignments as input and
attempt to identify blocks of recombination.
These approaches are computationally very
expensive, and there is no ‘off the shelf ’ solution to comparing hundreds or thousands
of bacterial genomes. There is a growing
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interest in alignment-free approaches for
constructing bacterial phylogenies, as it
is thought that these approaches may help
address the computational challenges of
these analyses38.
A recurring problem with data from
high-throughput sequencing is meeting
the requirement, as stipulated by journals
and funders, that data be lodged in the
public domain. Unannotated assembled
sequences can be uploaded to conventional
sequence databases, such as GenBank,
fairly easily. However, submission of annotated sequences can be onerous, slowing
down the process of publication even
further. Submission of sequence reads to
short-read archives may be hampered by
slow data transfer rates, and it remains
uncertain how sustainable such archives
will prove to be in the future. There may
come a time when the easiest way to
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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obtain such data will be to re‑sequence the
sample, rather than upload, archive and
retrieve large data sets.
Current applications and future prospects
High-throughput sequencing has already
transformed microbiology. Rapid, lowcost genome sequencing has helped make
genomic epidemiology a reality, allowing
us to track the spread of pathogens through
hospitals39,40, communities19,20,41 and across
the globe16,42,43. High-throughput sequencing
has already had a huge impact on our understanding of microbial evolution, whether
within a single patient over years or decades
(for example, Pseudomonas aeruginosa in
a patient with cystic fibrosis44) or globally
across the centuries (for example, influenza
virus in the 1918 influenza pandemic45
or mediaeval Yersinia pestis in the Black
Death46). Genome sequences have even been
obtained from single microbial cells47.
There are many applications beyond
mere genome sequencing. High-throughput
sequencing has opened up new avenues for
sequence-based profiling and metagenomics
of complex microbial communities, including those associated with human health
and disease14,15. Particularly exciting is the
promise of culture-independent approaches
to pathogen discovery and detection48. In
the research laboratory, sequencing is taking over from microarrays as the method
of choice for studying gene expression
(using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq))49–51,
mutant libraries (using Tn‑seq and transposon-directed insertion site sequencing
(TraDIS))52,53 and protein–DNA interactions
(using chromatin immunoprecipitation
followed by sequencing (ChIP–Seq))54.
So, what does the future hold? For current
platforms, we can expect to see cheaper, easier
library preparation methods and ever-higher
sequencing throughputs. However, with the
arrival of transformative new technologies55
(BOX 2), this might be seen as tinkering around
the edges. The tipping point has already been
reached such that the staff and infrastructure
costs of handling and analysing sequence data
outweigh the costs of generating that data.
If the promise of portable, single-molecule,
long-read-length sequencing bears fruit and
these technologies show the same steady
increase in functionality and cost-effectiveness that we have seen with earlier highthroughput sequencing platforms, we could
be just a few years away from user-friendly,
‘$1‑a‑pop’ bacterial genome sequencing.
As we have argued elsewhere56, highthroughput sequencing may well be poised
to make a decisive impact on clinical

Box 2 | Oxford Nanopore: the game changer?
In February 2012, at a conference in the United States, the British company Oxford Nanopore
Technologies announced a new, near-market “strand sequencing” technology that exploits protein
nanopores embedded in an industrially fabricated polymer membrane. As a DNA strand is fed
through a nanopore by a processive enzyme, the trinucleotides in contact with the pore are
detected through electrochemistry.
The manufacturers have already claimed that they can sequence the 50 kb phage λ genome on
both strands, and they claim that there is no theoretical read length limit. They also claim that
sequencing can be paused, the sample recovered and replaced, and sequencing then started
again. Plus, there is no need for onerous sample preparations: sequences can be read directly from
blood (and probably also bacterial lysates).
Oxford Nanopore Technologies has announced two products, both scheduled to ship in late
2012. The MinION is a disposable US$900 sequencer housed in a USB stick, with 512 nanopores,
each capable of running 120–1,000 bases per minute per pore for up to 6 hours. The MinION can
generate 150 Mb of sequence per hour, all without fluidics or imaging, and bases are streamed
live to a laptop through the USB connection. The GridION is a rack-mountable sequencer with
2,000 nanopores and is capable of generating tens of gigabases over 24 hours. Both machines
promise astonishing read lengths at low cost and with minimal sample preparation. However,
this technology currently suffers from a high error rate (~4%) that is chiefly due to deletion errors
but, according to their February 2012 press conference, the manufacturers are confident that
they can fix this.
How will access to a disposable sequencer change the way we do microbiology? With no capital
costs or cumbersome set‑up and installation, this technology certainly has the power to
democratize sequencing even further. Will prices fall enough for it to be worth sequencing one
bacterial genome per MinION, or will the long read lengths mean that we can mix samples and then
disaggregate the genomes with little effort? If read lengths really can be obtained in the ≥100 kb
range, then all the existing problems of short-read assembly in genomics and metagenomics will be
rendered obsolete. Furthermore, we can now take the sequencer to the patient’s bedside or out into
the field. Microbial ecologists need no longer depend on molecular barcodes such as the 16S rRNA
gene when they can have whole genomes instead, and latter-day John Snows can use disposable
sequencing, not just to detect cholera, but also to track its evolution and spread.
Of course, the reality may not match the hype, and we eagerly await the first independent evaluation
of this technology. But if the dream comes true, most of the rest of this article will soon be redundant.

microbiology, but there are still many difficulties to be overcome — for example, in presenting complex information to clinicians, in
agreeing common formats for data sharing,
in integrating genomics with clinical informatics and clinical practice, in benchmarking
novel technologies and in gaining regulatory
approval (from the US FDA and other bodies)
for clinical applications of these technologies.
One thing is certain: thanks to the expected
relentless progress in sequencing technology,
microbiology in the next 20 years will look
nothing like it does now.
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